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Internet and environment : A field study in Rouen, France.
This presentation is associated with a research program in Information and
Communication Sciences entitled “The place of the new information and communication
technologies (NICT) in the emergence, the appropriation and the debate about an
environmental subject: The case of pollution”.
This program was directed by Yves Jeanneret, Suzanne de Cheveigné and Nicole
d’Almeida; it was financed by the French Ministry of Ecology (Program « Consultation
Decision Environment ») and the French Environmental and Energy Management Agency
(Ademe).
This research program aimed to analyze the construction and the circulation of
environmental actors’ discourse via the Internet. It was split in two parts:
- The first part of this program dealt with the presence of the topic “environment” on the
Internet. This exploration was done through the construction of a cartography and a
semio-pragmatic analysis of all the French web sites dedicated to this topic.
- The second part was centered on a specific field study : the urban area of Rouen,
France. Different discourses and practices about the use of new information and
communication technologies in the field of the environnement were collected and
observed.
This presentation is centered on the second part of this program, on the field study that
I conducted between November 2003 and June 2004, under the direction of Suzanne de
Cheveigné. My purpose is to highlight how the actors in the field of the environment
adapt themselves to the Internet and NICT, by analyzing their discourses and observing
their practices.
1. Description of the field study in Rouen
This work was centered on four websites produced in Rouen by actors in the
environmental field. Those websites were identified by the researchers who carried out the
cartography and the analysis of the French websites (first part of the program). They were
chosen because of their editorial and social differences (associative, institional, industrial and
medical sectors):
- The website of the federation Haute-Normandie Nature Environment (HNNE). HNNE
gathers more than thirty NGO/CSOs fighting for the environment in the administrative
region Haute-Normandie (http://perso.wanadoo.fr/hnne).
- The website of the Regional Agency for the Environment in Haute-Normandie (AREHN),
an institution in charge of environmental education and communication
(http://www.arehn.asso.fr).
- The website of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry (CCI) of Rouen, which offers
services dedicated to companies (http://www.rouen.cci.fr).
- And, lastly, the website of the Teaching Hospital (CHU) of Rouen as a scientific reference
in the field of public health (http://www.chu-rouen.fr).
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Figure 1 – Home page of the websites selected for the field study
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Our goal was to visit the geographical sites of production of these websites to question
and observe the work of persons engaged in their material realization. We proceeded in two
steps, combining an overall view (26 interviews) followed by a zoom on a more restricted
field (1 week of “ethnographic” observations).
In the first part of the field study, semi-directive interviews were conducted with
persons engaged in the design of the websites chosen. The goal was to understand how these
persons represent their activities with the NICT in the field of environment: goals, logics,
obstacles... We met 3 to 5 persons per website. Some interviews were also conducted with
related actors (elected representatives, journalists...). A total of 26 persons were interviewed,
in positions such as president, manager, communication manager, webmaster, etc. The
interviews lasted from 40 minutes to nearly 3 hours1.
The second part of the field study consisted of one week of “ethnographic”
observation2 to follow the practices of persons in charge of designing and uploading
documents on the Internet. These observations took place in AREHN’s “multimedia room”
where 3 persons were working: the “multimedia manager” (identified below as “MM”), the
webmaster (WM) and the “exhibition manager” (EM; the editor in chief is identified below as
EC). Descriptions were made of individual and collective exchanges and use of different
means of communication. These observations were completed by short interviews with those
3 persons to obtain more information about the different tasks achieved and the documents
and materials set out on the desktop.
2. Discourses about practices
The new information and communication technologies are highly appreciated by the
persons interviewed, even by the persons among them who admit they encounter difficulties
in using them: access to information, easy and rapid means of communication, free and
updated data...
Internet is firstly appreciated because it offers access to an important mass and variety
of data, access easy and rapid according to some persons: Easy consultation [...] moreover,
from home, whatever the time {MM}; On the Internet [...] there are a lot of data {Q.R.}.
Some persons highlight the fact that on-line information can be downloaded freely:
Information is free on the websites {G.R.}. Moreover, this information is said to be up to
date, much more than that delivered by classical media: Internet is an incredible media [...]
no newspaper is able to update in real time {O.Y.}.
The use of electronic mail seems really easy because this tool is used even by the
persons encountering difficulties with NICT in general. The speed of data exchange is a real
asset: For us, in terms of collaboration with our editors, it allows to react at once, to gain
time {C.H.}.
The web is not only a source of data, but also a place of visibility. To be visible is a
goal that a website facilitates: It’s an extraordinary showcase [...] it makes us visible {D.D.};
It’s an opening towards the public {S.I.}.

1

In the following text the persons interviewed will be identified by a two-letter code.
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BEAUD Stéphane et WEBER Florence, Guide de l'enquête de terrain, Paris, La Découverte, 2003 (2e éd.),
p.332. CEFAÏ Daniel (éd.), L’enquête de terrain, Paris, La Découverte - M.A.U.S.S., 2003.
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Beyond all these advantages cited above, all the persons met highlight the limits of
NICT: need of appropriate material to get to numeric resources, need to feel comfortable
with new technologies and to possess some skills to handle these tools. Others express their
fear about the contents accessible via those new means of communication.
NICT are costly in terms of money (computers, softwares, connexions…). Indeed,
many interviewees point out the fact that A lot of persons do not have any computer on their
own, at home {R.D.} and that Not everybody possesses an Internet connexion {V.G.}. These
technologies are also costly in terms of time (learning, investment...).
According to the interviewees, the use of NICT is also a question of “culture”
because, beyond financial problems, some persons are overwhelmed by computers and others
lack training: The Internet culture, we’re taking it but slowly, very slowly... {O.Y.}; I think
that Internet is something for the youngsters, not really for older people {M.C.}. Numerous
persons underline the strength of the “paper” tradition, in particular concerning the task of
reading on a screen that is said to be difficult: Most of documents, if I have to work on them, I
print them out. I can’t read something on the screen {T.L.}.
Several interviewees also point out that it’s not enough to possess a computer and a
connection, you have to be able to select the information you’re looking for in the offered
mass of data. We find here the distinction between informational and technical skills,already
described by other researchers3: On the Internet, there’s a mass of data, maybe too much...
it’s important to know how to look for {Q.R.}; A lot of people are using computers without
knowing how to use them {G.R}.
Moreover, the persons interviewed are worried about the quality of the information
that one can find on the web or via electronic mail: I find information on the web but without
knowing whether it is authenticated. On the web, how could you know that this web site is
good but this other one isn’t? {H.B.}; With the personal websites, you can’t be sure at all of
the quality of the information {MM}.
3. Observation of practices
In the second part of the field study, we observed during one week the activities of
three people implied in the conception and the management of the website of the Regional
Agency for the Environment in Haute-Normandie (AREHN): the “multimedia manager”
(MM), the webmaster (WM) and the “exhibition manager” (EM). This approach allowed
observation of practices related to the conception, collection and circulation of information.
Firstly, the organization within AREHN changed a lot as a result of the creation and
the development of the website. The website was created in 1998 but its enrichment really
began in 2003 thanks to European funds for regional development (FEDER) received by the
Agency specifically for NICT. Brief news items, multimedia applications, thematic folders,
etc. were then added to the website. These funds completely transformed our usual way of
working {WM}. For example, the reference library’s archivists had to get used to on-line
research and had to learn how to write synthetic or historic documents while carrying out their
original task (documentary research). At the same time, because all the texts had to be
corrected before being loaded on the website, another person took on the post of editor-inchief (EC); this person used to work more individually before.

3

SOUCHIER Emmanuel, JEANNERET Yves et LE MAREC Joëlle (dir.), Lire, écrire, récrire. Objets, signes et
pratiques des médias informatisés. Paris : Bibliothèque Publique d’Information (Collection « Études et
recherches »), 2003, 350 p.
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Moreover, designing and maintaining a website in the field of the environment
demands many skills; it requires collaborative work by many persons with complementary
abilities. The observations show that interpersonal exchanges are very important in these
activities as, for example, in the case of the conception and the publication of thematic folders
(see graph below):
- The archivist in charge of writing the document is free to use resources from the reference
library and/or the Internet. Her work is highly supervised by the editor-in-chief: numerous
exchanges take place between them to decide on the theme, the plan, the illustrations, etc.
- Once the content has been approved by EC, the file is transmitted to the webmaster: a
paper version, an electronic version and, if need be, illustrations.
- Depending on the author, the structure is more or less clear, i.e. the task of the webmaster
is more or less easy. Exchanges within the “multimedia room” are frequent to interpret a
diagram and place it properly in the text, to find illustrations or key legends, to write a
summary, etc.
- Lastly, the text is reread by MM before being uploaded on the website by WM.
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Figure 2 – Different steps in the conception of documents related to environment
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Figure 3 – Example of tactics used to find one’s way in the work space and time
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In general, it’s not easy to move and work in the virtual world: we noticed that
many tactics (often relying on paper) were used by the persons interviewed to find their way
in the work space and time4 (see pictures above).
These may be spatial marks in the physical world. The multimedia designer (MM)
uses little tags, stuck to photographic boards, to locate the illustrations chosen for the
multimedia application: I stick a tag on each picture I find interesting. Like this, I can easily
find it when I need it: there are eight photographic boards! {MM}.
The most often, marks are needed to find one’s way around the virtual world of the
website. Thus, WM and MM use notebooks: This is a notebook in which I write technical
things: coordinates, names of references... {MM}. WM notes down things such as names of
illustrations or pop-up window sizes.
Those marks are sometimes used to refresh one’s memory. For example, a ‘post-it’
can be seen stuck to EM’s screen: “I noted down the parameters of the pictures we often use
for exhibitions {EM}. On this mark are mentioned connections between sizes of pictures for
the exhibition (large size) and sizes of the same illustrations in their electronic format.
4. Conclusions
During this field study among persons both engaged in environmental issues and in
practices of new information and communication technologies, we met actors unanimous in
thinking that NICT are important and necessary to their activity and that they represent a
positive input in terms of ease of communication and access to information. Nevertheless, all
of them admit the limits of these new technologies because of technical and financial
difficulties.
Firstly, NICT are costly in terms of money (computers, softwares, connexions…) and
in terms of time (learning, investment...). Secondly, the persons interviewed are worried about
the (non) control of the information which is uploaded to or downloaded from the Internet:
what’s the future of the documents that I put on the website? how can I be sure of the quality
of the information that I can find on the web? Thirdly, we observed that it’s not easy to move
and work in the virtual world: what have I already done? what do I have to do now? which
data do I have to write down on a ‘post-it’ to keep them in mind?
More important, designing and maintaining a website in a complex and technical field
as the environment field demands many skills and requires collaborative work by many
persons with complementary abilities. Our observations show that interpersonal exchanges are
very important in these activities: being able to discuss, to offer mutual assistance or to give
some advice is as important as possessing recent computers, a high-speed connection and
high-performance software.

4

Such material aids are not specific to tasks related to computers : such objects are used in complex and abstract
cognitive processes, often distributed between several persons. (HUTCHINS Edwin, Cognition in the Wild,
Cambridge, MA :MIT Press, 1995).
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